
Vocabulary
cold front (kohld fruhnt)
boundary formed where
cooler, drier air moves in
under warmer, moister air

Using Science Words
1. At a cold front, a cool

air mass moves in
a warm air mass.
A. beside
B. under
C. over
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Sometimes a day starts with bright
sunshine, but by afternoon thick clouds
develop and a thunderstorm begins. What
causes changes in weather?

Changing weather is a sign of a front
passing through. A front is the boundary
between moving air masses that have
different characteristics. Warm air masses
have low density and low pressure because
the air particles are spread apart. Cold
air masses are more dense and have high
pressure. When warm and cold air masses
collide, or hit, the colder air sinks and the
warmer air rises because of density and
pressure differences.

V'Readlno Check
2. A front is the boundary between

different types of __.
a. air masses
b. clouds
c. storms

Warm air cools as it rises and loses its
ability to hold water vapor. Some water
vapor condenses into liq,uid droplets. The
droplets come together to form clouds.
The clouds may result in rain, snow, or
other fotms of precipitation. This is why
the weather changes when a front passes
through an area.

Think about the weather just before a
thunderstorm. Towering dark clouds can
develop, and a strong wind blows. When
you see this weather, you know a cold
front is nearby. A cold front develops
where a fast-moving cold air mass collides
with a slow-moving warm air mass. The
colder air moves down, forcing the warmer
air upward. The cold air mass causes lower
temperatures.
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. V'Readlno Check
3. When a cold front passes through, the

cold air mass moves
a. upward
b. slowly
c. fast

Cold fronts often bring heavy rain or
snowfall, but the cold air moves q,uickly,
and the storms do not last long. Afterward,
the sky clears, the temperature is lower,
and the air is less humid.

A warm front develops where a fast
moving warm air mass collides with a slow
moving cold air mass. The wanner air rises
above the colder air. As with a cold front,
the rising warm air produces clouds, but the
storms that develop are weaker than those
of cold fronts.

V'Readlno Check
4. The storms of a warm front are

than those of a cold front.
a. faster
b. weaker
c. more rainy

Warm fronts move more slowly than
cold fronts, so the rainfall or snowfall may
last several days. Afterward, the sky clears,
the temperature is higher, and the air is
more humid.

Sometimes a rainstorm or snowstorm
lasts for many days. A stationary front
develops when cold and warm air masses
collide, but neither moves fast enough to
pU~h the other away. The word stationary
means "motionless." The air masses at .
stationary fronts barely move. Clouds
and light rain or snow develop at a
stationary front.
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"'Reading Check

5. What happens at a stationary front?
a. The cold air mass pushes under the

warm air mass.
b. The warm air mass pushes over the

cold air mass.
c. Neither of the air masses pushes

the other away.

9 An occluded front develops when a
warm air mass becomes trapped between
two cooler air masses. The word occluded

Word Study

means "cut off." The wa'rm air is cut off
from the ground by approaching cooler air
masses. The cooler air forces the warmer
air upward, which produces clouds and
precipitation.

"'Reading Check
6. Which air mass is forced upward at an

occluded front?
a. cool
b. cold
c. warm

Verbs Words that show action are verbs. The word grew in the sentence
below tells what the plant did.

The plant grew in the garden.

Look at the list of verbs below. Tllen read tile sentences. Write tile verb
tllat best completes eacll sentence.

lasted
cleared
sprE)ad
warmed

fell
changed
trapped

moved
see
forced

7. The warm air mass over the colder air.
8. The two cold air masses the warm air mass.
9. The rainfall __ several days.

10. The weather __ rapidly, and dark clouds formed.
11. Energy from the sun __ Earth.
12. Snow __ steadily all through the day.
13. The sky __ after the cold front passed through.
14. As the warm air rose, the air molecules __ apart.
15. You __ clouds in the sky when a front moves through.
16. The cold air mass __ the warm air mass upward.
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Standardized Tesl Practice

Changing Weather

Diagrams A diagram can show a lot of information in a small
amount of space. Read the labels to understand what everything on
the diagram represents.

Cold Air
)

19. The weather near the building on Friday will most likely be __ than on
Wednesday.
A. drier
B. cooler
C. wanner
D. less dense

18. Which word best describes the warm air mass?
A. dense
B. falling
C. trapped
D. stationary

Test Tip

Multiple Choice Use the diagram to answer the q,uestions.

17. The diagram shows the development of __ front.
A. a cold
B. a warm
C. a stationary
D. an occluded


